We study the theory T m,n of existentially closed incidence structures omitting the complete incidence structure K m,n , which can also be viewed as existentially closed K m,n -free bipartite graphs. In the case m = n = 2, this is the theory of existentially closed projective planes. We give an ∀∃-axiomatization of T m,n , show that T m,n does not have a countable saturated model when m, n ≥ 2, and show that the existence of a prime model for T 2,2 is equivalent to a longstanding open question about finite projective planes. Finally, we analyze model theoretic notions of complexity for T m,n . We show that T m,n is NSOP 1 , but not simple when m, n ≥ 2, and we show that T m,n has weak elimination of imaginaries but not full elimination of imaginaries. These results rely on combinatorial characterizations of various notions of independence, including algebraic independence, Kim independence, and forking independence.
Introduction
Many examples in model theory can be obtained using the following recipe: Start with a universally axiomatized base theory T with class of models K, and consider the subclass K * of existentially closed models. If K * is an elementary class, axiomatized by a theory T * , then T * is the model companion of T , which we often call the generic theory of K. The large saturated models of T * can be viewed as universal domains for K. Being model complete, T * eliminates quantifiers at least down to existential formulas, and the completions of T * tend to be model theoretically tamer than arbitrary completions of T .
We apply this recipe to incidence structures. An incidence structure is a set P of points and a set L of lines, together with a binary relation I, called incidence, between the points and the lines. In this paper, we focus on the theory T p m,n of incidence structures which omit the complete incidence structure K m,n (consisting of m points incident to n lines). Equivalently, these are incidence structures in which every m points simultaneously lie on at most n − 1 lines and every n lines intersect in at most m − 1 points. We show that this theory has a model companion T m,n and study its model theoretic properties. In Section 2, we give a ∀∃-axiomatization of T m,n (Theorem 2.8), characterize algebraic closure (Proposition 2.14), and prove an "almost quantifier elimination" result (Proposition 2.17). In Section 3, we consider countable saturated and prime models of T m,n . In Section 4, we position T m,n in the classification theory hierarchy, characterize various notions of independence, and prove weak elimination of imaginaries. This work fits into the following contexts.
First, in the special case when m = n = 2, the models of T m,n are existentially closed combinatorial projective planes, i.e., existentially closed incidence structures in which every pair of points determine a unique line and every pair of lines intersect in a unique point. The class of existentially closed projective planes was previously examined by Kegel [16] , who proposed a further study of the model theory of this class, but it appears that this program was not pursued further until now. Later, Baldwin [2] and Tent and Zilber [24] used the Hrushovski method to produce examples of projective planes with surprising properties. These planes are generic for certain restricted classes of projective planes, defined using predimension functions.
The theory T m,n is also interesting from the perspective of the model theory of graphs. The class of graphs has a model companion, the unique countable model of which is known as the "random graph". This structure has a bipartite counterpart, the "random bipartite graph". When it is viewed as a structure in a language with unary predicates for the bipartition, the theory of the random bipartite graph is the model companion of the theory of arbitrary incidence structures. Both the random graph and the random bipartite graph have well-understood theories: they are ℵ 0 -categorical, simple, unstable, and have quantifier elimination and trivial algebraic closure.
In the same way, T m,n can be viewed as the theory of existentially closed bipartite graphs omitting the complete bipartite graph K m,n . Thus the theories T m,n are bipartite counterparts to the theories T n of generic K n -free graphs (existentially closed graphs omitting a complete subgraph of size n). The theories T n , introduced by Henson [12] , are important examples of countably categorical theories exhibiting the properties TP 2 , SOP 3 , and NSOP 4 (see [23] , and also [8] for discussion of the model theoretic properties of Henson graphs). We show that for m, n ≥ 2, T m,n also has TP 2 , but it is NSOP 1 , hence tamer, in a sense, than the Henson graphs.
In another contrast to the Henson graphs, T m,n is not countably categorical when m, n ≥ 2. In fact, we show that in this case, T m,n has continuum-many types over the empty set, and hence has no countable saturated model (Theorem 3.3). The question of whether T m,n has a prime model seems to be a hard combinatorial problem; in the case m = n = 2, we show that it is equivalent to a longstanding open problem in the theory of projective planes (Theorem 3.8).
Finally, from the point of view of classification theory, the generic theory recipe has been a fruitful source of examples of simple theories (see [5] , for example). Recently, many examples of generic theories which are not simple have been shown to be NSOP 1 (see [7] , [18] , [19] ). The theories T m,n are further examples of this phenomenon, and they provide good combinatorial examples of properly NSOP 1 theories. One noteworthy example, parallel to our work, is that of Steiner triple systems: incidence structures in which every line contains exactly three points and any two points are contained in a unique line. Barbina and Casanovas [3] have recently shown that in the language of quasi-groups, the class of finite Steiner triple systems is a Fraïssé class, whose Fraïssé limit is properly NSOP 1 .
The main tool for proving that generic theories are NSOP 1 is the independence relation criterion developed by Chernikov and Ramsey [7] and refined by Kaplan and Ramsey [15] : If there is a notion of independence between subsets of the monster model of a complete theory, which satisfies certain axioms, then that theory must be NSOP 1 , and the independence relation must be Kim independence. Applying this criterion to T m,n , we obtain a characterization of Kim independence in terms of incidence-free disjoint amalgamation of algebraically closed sets (Definition 4.3, Theorem 4.9). In addition, we characterize other notions of independence in T m,n , including forking independence, thorn independence, algebraic independence, and a stationary independence relation which is stronger than all of these. While Kim independence is clearly the most well-behaved independence relation in any NSOP 1 theory, in examples we often find multiple interesting notions of independence, and the relationships between these notions are likely to be of importance in the general theory. For example, our analysis of Kim independence in T m,n exposes a rather intricate relationship to algebraic independence (Lemma 4.6, Proposition 4.11). This relationship is a key tool in the characterization of dividing in T m,n (Corollary 4.12), as well as the proof of weak elimination of imaginaries (Theorem 4.27).
Axiomatization and almost quantifier elimination
We consider incidence structures in the language L = {P, L, I}, where P and L are unary predicates for "points" and "lines", and I is a binary relation for "incidence" between points and lines. An incidence structure is an L-structure such that the interpretations of P and L partition the domain, and incidences I(x, y) only hold on pairs (x, y) ∈ P × L.
Given natural numbers m and n, let K m,n be the the incidence structure consisting of m points and n lines, such that every point is incident to every line. We say that an incidence structure is K m,n -free if it does not contain a substructure isomorphic to K m,n . In other words, an incidence structure is K m,n -free if every m points simultaneously lie on at most n − 1 lines, and every n lines intersect in at most m−1 points. While the use of the word "line" is somewhat unnatural when m, n = 2, we nevertheless find this geometric language useful for its evocative power.
An equivalent viewpoint is that incidence structures are bipartite graphs, where P and L are the two pieces of the bipartition and I is the edge relation between them. In this interpretation, K m,n is simply the complete bipartite graph with m + n vertices partitioned into two pieces of sizes m and n. However, it is worth emphasizing that we distinguish the two pieces of the partition, calling one part "points" and one part "lines". Thus, if m = n, a "K m,n -free bipartite graph" is not necessarily K n,m -free. This convention will be convenient for several combinatorial constructions in this paper, as well as for model theoretic reasons later on (e.g. a single point and a single line have different types over ∅).
For the rest of this section, we fix m, n ≥ 1.
Definition 2.1. Let T p m,n denote the universal L-theory of K m,n -free incidence structures. Let T c m,n denote the theory of K m,n -free incidence structures such that every m points simultaneously lie on exactly n − 1 lines, and every n lines intersect in exactly m − 1 points. The letters p and c stand for "partial" and "complete".
Remark 2.2. T c 2,2 can be classically recognized as the theory of combinatorial projective planes in which every two points are incident to a unique line, and every two lines are incident to a unique point. One caveat is that the definition of a projective plane usually involves a nondegeneracy axiom: there are four distinct points no three of which lie on a common line. We will soon consider the model companion of T 
Fix k ∈ ω and suppose F k (M ) |= T p m,n has been constructed. Let Σ P k (M ) be the collection of all m-element sets of points in F k (M ) which simultaneously lie on at most n − 2 lines in F k (M ), and let Σ L k (M ) be the collection of all n-element sets of lines in F k (M ) which intersect in at most m − 2 points in F k (M ). Let F k+1 (M ) be obtained by adding to F k (M ):
(i) pairwise distinct lines y σ , for each σ ∈ Σ P k (M ), with new incidences I(x, y σ ) for all x ∈ σ, and (ii) pairwise distinct points x σ , for each σ ∈ Σ L k (M ), with new incidences I(x σ , y) for all y ∈ σ. We claim F k+1 (M ) |= T p m,n . To see this, suppose, for a contradiction, that F k+1 (M ) contains a copy of K m,n . Since F k (M ) is K m,n -free, this copy of K m,n must contain a line y σ for some σ ∈ Σ P k (M ) or a point x σ for some σ ∈ Σ L k (M ). Suppose K m,n contains such a y σ (the other case is symmetric). The points in F k+1 (M ) incident to y σ are precisely the m points in σ, so these must be the m points in the copy of K m,n . By assumption, the points in σ simultaneously lie on at most n − 2 lines in M , and so there must be some y τ in the copy of K m,n for some τ = σ in Σ P k (M ). But y τ is only incident to the m points in τ , and so σ = τ implies that y τ is not incident to some point in σ, which is a contradiction.
This finishes the construction of
, and note that M embeds in F (M ). By construction, F (M ) is K m,n -free, and so F (M ) |= T p m,n . We claim F (M ) |= T c m,n . Indeed, suppose for a contradiction that there are distinct points x 1 , . . . , x m in F (M ) which simultaneously lie on at most n − 2 lines in F (M ). By construction, there is some k ∈ ω such that x 1 , . . . , x m ∈ F k (M ), and every line containing x 1 , . . . , x m is in F k (M ). Then, in the construction of F k+1 (M ), we added a new line containing x 1 , . . . , x m , which is a contradiction. By a symmetric argument, every n lines in F (M ) intersect in exactly m − 1 points in F (M ).
The extension of a model of T p m,n to a model of T c m,n is not unique in general (see Lemma 3.6 below). The particular construction used in the previous proof was introduced by Hall [11] (in the case of projective planes, m = n = 2). This construction will also be useful later on, and so we give it a name.
We now turn to the generic theory of K m,n -free incidence structures. Definition 2.6. Let A be a model of T p m,n , with elements bijectively labeled by the variables z. The diagram Diag A (z) is the set of all atomic and negated atomic formulas true in A.
Note that Diag A (z) does not contain any positive instances of equality between distinct variables. If A is finite, we identify Diag A (z) with the formula ϕ∈Diag A (z) ϕ.
Definition 2.7. Let ∆(x; y) be a set of atomic and negated atomic formulas in the variables x and y. ∆ is a safe diagram if:
1. There is some finite A |= T p m,n and a labeling of the elements of A by xy such that ∆(x; y) = Diag A (x; y). 2. For each y i in y, with P (y i ) ∈ ∆, there are at most n − 1 variables
Given a safe diagram ∆(x; y), let ∆(x) be the subset of ∆ containing those atomic formulas which only mention variables in x. Let T m,n be the theory Proof. We show that the models of T m,n are exactly the existentially closed models of T p m,n . So let M |= T p m,n be existentially closed. To show first that M |= T c m,n , suppose for contradiction that a 1 , . . . , a m are distinct points in M , which simultaneously lie on at most n − 2 distinct lines in M . By Proposition 2.3, M embeds in a model F (M ) of T c m,n , and F (M ) satisfies the existential formula asserting that a 1 , . . . , a m simultaneously lie on n − 1 distinct lines. This contradicts the assumption that M is existentially closed. A symmetric argument shows that every n distinct lines in M intersect in n − 1 distinct points.
To show that M |= T m,n , let ∆(x; y) be a safe diagram, witnessed by the finite A |= T p m,n . Let a be a tuple from M satisfying ∆(x). Build a structure N containing M by adding new elements b corresponding to the variables y, making them points or lines as specified by ∆, and adding only the new incidences between b and a specified by ∆. Then N |= T p m,n . Indeed, suppose K ⊆ N is a copy of K m,n . Since M is K m,n -free, K must contain an element of b, say b i . We assume b i is a point in N (a symmetric argument works when b i is a line). Since b i lies on at most n − 1 lines in a, and thus at most n − 1 lines in M , K must contain another element b j ∈ b such that b j is a line containing b i . So K contains both a point and a line in b. Since the elements of b are not incident with any elements of N outside of ab, it follows that K is entirely contained in ab, contradicting the fact that A |= T p m,n . So we have N |= T p m,n , and N |= ∃y ∆(a, y). Since M is existentially closed, it already contains a tuple b ′ satisfying ∆(a, b ′ ), and hence M satisfies the axiom ∀x ( ∆(x) → ∃y ∆(x; y)).
We have shown that the existentially closed models of T p m,n satisfy T m,n . Conversely, suppose M |= T m,n , and assume for contradiction that M is not existentially closed. Then there exist M ⊆ N |= T p m,n , tuples a from M and b from N , and a quantifier-free formula ϕ(x; y), such that N |= ϕ(a; b), but M |= ¬∃y ϕ(a; y). Note that we may assume that each element of b is in N \M and that the elements of a and b are distinct. Further, letting A be the substructure of N with domain ab, we may assume that ϕ(x; y) = Diag A (x; y). has the amalgamation property (Proposition 2.9), so T m,n is the model completion of T c m,n . In the proof of Proposition 2.9, A can be empty, and so T c m,n also has the (dis)joint embedding property. It follows that T m,n is complete.
Let M be a monster model of T m,n . We call an incidence structure "small" if its cardinality is smaller than the saturation of M. We write A ⊂ M to mean A is a small subset of M. 
12, which is a contradiction.
Putting together Corollary 2.12 and Proposition 2.14 yields the following result:
by an L-isomorphism fixing C pointwise and sending a to a ′ .
T m,n does not have quantifier elimination, since quantifiers are necessary to describe the isomorphism type of the algebraic closure of a tuple. But we do get quantifier elimination down to existential quantification over the algebraic closure. This is frequently called almost quantifier elimination in the literature (e.g. [5] ). Definition 2.16. Given a complete quantifier-free type p in variables x 1 , . . . , x k , let ∆ p (x) denote the conjunction of all formulas in p. A basic existential formula is one of the form
where p is a complete quantifier-free type in variables xy, such that p implies that x generates xy. In particular, if the tuple y is empty, ∆ p (x) is a basic existential formula.
The notion of a complete quantifier-free type differs from the notion of the diagram of a finite structure in that a complete quantifier-free type may contain positive instances of equality between the variables. 
It is straightforward to check that B is a basis for a topology T on S k (T m,n ). Note also that T is compact, since it is weaker than the usual topology on S k (T m,n ). In particular, any T -clopen subset of S k (T m,n ) is equal to a finite union of open sets in B. Therefore, to prove the result, it suffices to show that T is in fact the usual topology on S k (T m,n ). Since two comparable compact Hausdorff topologies on the same set are equal, we only need to show T is Hausdorff.
Fix k-tuples a and a ′ in M such that tp(a/∅) = tp(a ′ /∅). Note that we can build up acl(a) in stages: Let A 0 be the induced substructure of M on a, and given A t , let A t+1 be A t together with those lines in M which are incident with m distinct points in A t and those points in M which are incident with n distinct lines in A t . Then A t is finite for all t, and acl(a) = t∈ω A t . Similarly, we can build up acl(a ′ ) in stages (A ′ t ) t∈ω . We claim that, for some t ∈ ω, A t and A ′ t are not isomorphic via an isomorphism mapping a to a ′ . Indeed, if this were not the case then a direct application of König's lemma would produce an isomorphism from acl(a) to acl(a ′ ), which maps a to a ′ , contradicting Corollary 2.15. So let t be as claimed. Let b enumerate A t \A 0 , let q be the quantifier-free type of ab, and let ϕ(x) be the basic existential formula ∃y ∆ q (x; y). Similarly, let ϕ ′ (x) be ∃y ′ ∆ q ′ (x; y ′ ), where q ′ is the quantifier-free type of a ′ b ′ and
. Since ϕ and ϕ ′ assert that the structures generated from x in k stages are isomorphic to A t and A ′ t , respectively, the formula ϕ(x) ∧ ϕ ′ (x) is inconsistent. So U ϕ and U ϕ ′ are disjoint T -open sets separating tp(a/∅) and tp(a ′ /∅).
We close this section with some remarks on the special case of T 2,2 and combinatorial projective planes. In T 2,2 , algebraic closure coincides with definable closure. In particular, we have a definable function H : M × M → M such that, for distinct points (resp. lines) x and y, H(x, y) = H(y, x) is the unique line (resp. point) incident to both x and y, and H(x, y) = x otherwise. If we expand the language by a symbol for H, and let T 2,2 be T 2,2 together with the definition of H, then T 2,2 has quantifier elimination.
Models of T 2,2 are non-Desarguesian projective planes, i.e., they fail to satisfy Desargues's theorem (see [11] for the definition). If we restrict our attention to the Desarguesian projective planes, we find that this class does not have a model companion. This follows from the fact that the theory of Desarguesian planes with constants naming a quadrangle (four points with no three collinear) is bi-interpretable with the theory of division rings. Moreover, the interpretations are especially well-behaved (in particular, the formulas involved are existential), and one can check that the existentially closed Desarguesian planes correspond exactly to the existentially closed division rings. But the theory of division rings fails to have a model companion (see [13, Theorem 14.13] ), so the same is true of the theory of Desarguesian projective planes.
The same argument shows that, for any d > 2, the class of d-dimensional projective spaces does not have a model companion; these spaces always satisfy Desargues's theorem, and hence are always coordinatized by division rings. On the other hand, the class of Pappian projective planes, which are exactly those coordinatized by fields, has a model companion, which is biinterpretable with the theory of algebraically closed fields.
Countable models
In this section, we consider the behavior of countable models of T m,n . Recall that a countable theory T is called small if it has a countable saturated model (equivalently, S k (T ) is countable for all k > 0). We will show that T m,n is not small (unless m = 1 or n = 1, in which case T m,n is ℵ 0 -categorical). On the other hand, for m, n ≥ 2, the question of whether T m,n has a prime model seems to be a hard combinatorial problem. In the case of T 2,2 , we show it is equivalent to a longstanding open problem in the theory of projective planes (see Theorem 3.8).
Let us first consider the special cases when T m,n is ℵ 0 -categorical.
Remark 3.1. Models of T m,1 are existentially closed incidence structures in which all lines contain exactly m − 1 points. It follows that the algebraic closure of a set A ⊂ M is precisely A together with all points incident to some line in A. Hence the algebraic closure of a finite set is finite, and T is ℵ 0 -categorical (using Corollary 2.15 to count types over ∅). Similarly, T 1,n is ℵ 0 -categorical. (From the point of view of classification theory, the theories T m,1 and T 1,n also behave very differently than the theories T m,n for m, n ≥ 2, see Section 4.5).
In light of the previous remark, we focus on the case when m, n ≥ 2. Toward showing T m,n is not small, the following lemma will be useful in allowing us to reduce to the case of T 2,2 . Proof. In M we may find m−m 0 points c = (c 1 , . . . , c m−m0 ) and n−n 0 lines d = (d 1 , . . . , d n−n0 ) such that the incidence structure on cd is K m−m0,n−n0 . Let M 0 be the induced substructure of M such that P (M 0 ) is the set of points in M \c incident to all lines in d, and L(M 0 ) is the set of lines in M \d incident to all points in c. We show M 0 |= T m0,n0 .
Note that M 0 is an incidence structure by construction. Moreover, any copy of K m0,n0 in M 0 would induce a copy of K m,n in M by adding the points c and lines
, we need to show that any m 0 distinct points in M 0 lie on at least n 0 − 1 lines in M 0 , and any n 0 distinct lines in M 0 intersect in at least m 0 − 1 points in M 0 . We verify just the first assertion (the proof the second is symmetric). Fix distinct points x 1 , . . . , x m0 ∈ M 0 . Then the m points in cx simultaneously lie on n − 1 distinct lines in M , n − n 0 of which are the lines in d. The remaining n 0 − 1 lines are in M 0 by definition. Finally, to show M 0 |= T m0,n0 , we fix a safe (with respect to T m0,n0 ) diagram ∆(x; y) and a ∈ M 0 such that ∆(a) holds. Let ∆ * (x, u 1 , . . . , u m−m0 , v 1 , . . . , v n−n0 ; y) consist of the following formulas:
• all formulas in ∆(x; y),
for all j and all z ∈ xy such that ∆ |= P (z), and • ¬I(w, z) for all w, z ∈ xuvy other than those for which I(w, z) is specified above.
We claim that ∆ * (xuv; y) is safe with respect to T m,n . It is clear that ∆ * defines an incidence structure on xuvy. If ∆ * induces a copy of K m,n , then it must contain at least m 0 points in xy and n 0 lines in xy, which induces a copy of K m0,n0 in ∆(x; y), contradicting that ∆ is safe with respect to T m0,n0 . Finally, since ∆ is safe with respect to T m0,n0 , any point in y is incident (via ∆) to at most n 0 − 1 lines in x, and thus incident (via ∆ * ) to at most n − 1 lines in xv. Similarly, any line in y is incident (via ∆ * ) to at most m − 1 points in xu. Now, by construction
The remaining results in this section will involve detailed constructions of specific K 2,2 -free incidence structures. So let us set some terminology and notation. We refer to models of T p 2,2 and T c 2,2 as partial planes and projective planes, respectively (again, we do not include a "nondegeneracy" condition). For clarity, we use a, b, c for points and r, s, t for lines. Let Γ be a partial plane. If distinct lines r and s in Γ contain a point a ∈ Γ, we say a is the intersection point of {r, s} in Γ. Similarly, if distinct points a and b in Γ lie on a line r ∈ Γ, we say r is the connecting line of {a, b} in Γ. If a pair of lines {r, s} (resp. a pair of points {a, b}) has no intersection point (resp. connecting line) in Γ, then we say that the pair is open in Γ.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, we may assume m = n = 2. We will show S 4 (T 2,2 ) is uncountable. We begin by constructing a partial plane Γ ∅ as follows. Start with four distinct points a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 and six distinct lines r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 , r 5 , r 6 , which are the connecting lines of the pairs {a 1 , a 2 }, {a 1 , a 3 }, {a 1 , a 4 }, {a 2 , a 3 }, {a 2 , a 4 }, {a 3 , a 4 }, respectively. Geometrically, we have a quadrangle consisting of four points together with six lines (the four sides and two diagonals). There are three open pairs of lines: {r 1 , r 6 }, {r 2 , r 5 }, {r 3 , r 4 }, and we add distinct intersection points b 
By construction, Γ ∅ satisfies these three conditions, and so we have the base case. For the induction step, fix η ∈ 2 <ω of length k, and suppose we have built Γ η satisfying conditions (1), (2), (3) above. Fix i ∈ {0, 1}. We first describe a two-step construction of Γ η (i) by adding new points and lines to Γ η . Along the way, we observe that each new point (resp. line) is added as an intersection point (resp. connecting line) of an open pair of lines (resp. points), and so the construction does not create a K 2,2 . The first step of the construction will allow the induction to continue, and the second step distinguishes Γ η (0) from Γ η (1) . After the two steps, we give the explicit definition of Γ η (i) .
Step 1: Add distinct intersection points b of the pairs {b
Step 2: Add distinct intersection points c }, respectively. Explicitly,
and I(Γ η (i) ) is I(Γ η ) together with the following incidences:
We now verify that Γ η (i) satisfies conditions (1), (2), (3). Condition (1) is clear. For condition (2), since each new point (resp. line) was introduced as an intersection point (resp. connecting line) of an existing pair of lines (resp. points), it follows by induction that {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 } generates Γ η (i) . Condition (3) is easily checked by inspecting the list of new incidences above.
This finishes the construction of the sequence (Γ η ) η∈2 <ω . For any σ ∈ 2 ω , Γ σ := n<ω Γ σ↾n is a well-defined partial plane, which is generated by {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 }. Therefore we have an L-
To finish the proof, it suffices to show that σ → p σ is injective. To do this, we fix k ≥ 0, η ∈ 2 k , and σ, τ ∈ 2 ω such that η (0) ≺ σ and η (1) ≺ τ , and we show p σ = p τ . Recall that, in M, we have the definable function H which sends any pair of lines (resp. points) to its unique intersection point (resp. connecting line). By construction, there are H-terms u i (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ), for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, such that c k+1 i
In direct analogy to the interpretation of division rings in Desarguesian projective planes described at the end of Section 2, Hall [11] showed that the theory of projective planes with constants naming a quadrangle is bi-interpretable with the theory of planar ternary rings, a class of algebraic structures in a signature with a ternary function and two constants for 0 and 1. Just as before, the interpretations involve only existential formulas and put existentially closed projective planes in correspondence with existentially closed planar ternary rings. Theorem 3.3 shows that there are continuum-many theories of existentially closed projective planes with constants naming a quadrangle, which correspond to continuum-many theories of existentially closed planar ternary rings. In fact, all of these theories interpret T 2,2 and are interpretable (uniformly, depending on the choice of four parameters) in any sufficiently saturated model of T 2,2 .
In contrast, it is a classical fact of projective geometry that in a Desarguesian plane, any two quadrangles (i.e., 4-tuples of distinct points, no three of which are collinear) are conjugate by an automorphism. As a consequence, there are only finitely many quantifier-free 4-types over the empty set in any Desarguesian plane, in the language with the function H named.
In comparing this fact with Theorem 3.3, it is worth noting what Desargues's Theorem says about our construction. For each k, the triangles (a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ; r 4 , r 5 , r 6 ) and (b
, respectively) must be collinear, ruling out the independent choices that allowed us to find continuum-many 4-types.
Remark 3.4. Recall from Lemma 3.2 that a model of T 2,2 is interpretable in M |= T m,n using parameters isomorphic to K m−2,n−2 . Using this and the proof of Theorem 3.3, we make the following observations. Assume m, n ≥ 2.
1. Algebraic closure in T m,n is not locally finite. Indeed, in the proof of Theorem 3.3, we have Γ σ ⊆ acl(f σ (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 )) for any σ ∈ 2 ω .
2. S m+n (T m,n ) is uncountable. Moreover, T c m,n has continuum-many pairwise non-isomorphic models, each of which is generated by m+n elements. These assertions follow by combining the continuum-many types in S 4 (T 2,2 ) with the parameters K m−2,n−2 .
3. It is not hard to show that if A ⊆ M |= T 2,2 and |A| ≤ 3, then acl(A) is finite. Hence, k = 4 is minimal such that S k (T 2,2 ) is infinite. This motivates the analogous questions for general m, n. If A ⊆ M |= T m,n has cardinality at most m + n − 1, is it the case that acl(A) is finite? Is m + n the minimal k such that S k (T m,n ) is infinite?
Having shown that T m,n has no countable saturated model when m, n ≥ 2 (and in particular is not ℵ 0 -categorical), the next natural question is whether T m,n has a prime model. In light of the fact that models of T c m,n satisfy amalgamation (Proposition 2.9), one might attempt to build a prime model via a Fraïssé-style construction using finite models of T For m, n ≥ 2, Question 3.5 turns out to be a fairly difficult problem, even in the case m = n = 2, where very little is known (see, e.g., [21] ). Restated in the language of incidence geometry, the question for m = n = 2 asks if every finite partial plane embeds in a finite projective plane. This problem was posed for matroids by Welsh in 1976 [25, Chapter 12] , and for incidence geometries by Erdős in 1979 [10, Problem 6 .II] (strictly speaking, Erdős phrases the question in terms of non-induced embeddings, but it is an easy exercise to see that the two problems are equivalent [21, Lemma 1]). The goal of the rest of this section is to show that the theory T 2,2 has a prime model if and only if this question about projective planes has a positive answer (and we expect this is also true for general m, n ≥ 2; see Remark 3.9). The proof uses "almost quantifier elimination" for T m,n , along with the following combinatorial lemma. Proof. We may assume that F (A) is non-degenerate (i.e., it contains four points, no three of which are collinear). Indeed, the degenerate projective planes are completely classified (see [11] ), and inspection shows that any finite subset of a degenerate projective plane has finite I-closure.
In Remark 3.7. In the proof of Lemma 3.6, the incidence structure 2 , a 1,3 , a 2,3 , b, c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ; r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , s 1,2 , s 1,3 , s 2,3 , t} ⊆ B is a copy of the Fano plane. A finite partial plane is called a confined configuration if each line is incident to at least three points and each point is incident to at least three lines. Hall observed in [11] that if C ⊆ F (A) is a confined configuration, then C ⊆ A. The Fano plane is the smallest confined configuration, so it arises naturally as an obstruction to an isomorphism B ∼ = F (A). Proof. Recall that a countable complete theory has a prime model if and only if isolated types are dense, i.e., every formula is contained in a complete type which is isolated by a single formula. Part (a). Suppose that every finite model of T p m,n embeds in a finite model of T c m,n . By Proposition 2.17, every formula is equivalent to a finite disjunction of basic existential formulas, so it suffices to consider a basic existential formula ∃y ∆ q (x; y), where q is a complete quantifierfree type in variables xy, such that q implies that x generates xy. Let B be the finite model of T p m,n determined by a realization ab of q, and let C be an extension of B to a finite model of T c m,n . Replacing C with the I-closure of a in C, we may assume that C is generated by a. Let c enumerate C\B, and let q ′ be the complete quantifier-free type of abc. Then, by Corollary 2.15, the basic existential formula ∃yz ∆ q ′ (x; y, z) isolates a complete type containing ∃y ∆ q (x; y).
Part (b). By part (a), we only need the forward direction. Suppose the isolated types are dense relative to T 2,2 , and suppose for contradiction that the finite partial plane B does not embed in a finite projective plane. Let x enumerate B, and let ϕ(x) be a formula isolating a complete type containing Diag B (x). By Proposition 2.17, we may assume that ϕ(x) is basic existential, describing the quantifier-free type of a finite partial plane C. Now B embeds in C, since ϕ(x) implies Diag B (x), and hence C also fails to embed in a finite projective plane. In particular, the free completion F (C) is infinite. By Lemma 3.6, C (and hence also B) has multiple completions which are not isomorphic over C (and hence not isomorphic over B). This contradicts the fact that ϕ(x) isolates a complete type.
Remark 3.9. We conjecture that the converse of Theorem 3.8(a) also holds, in particular because the analog of Lemma 3.6 for general m, n ≥ 2 ought to be true. The construction in the proof of this lemma generalizes in a straightforward manner for finite models A |= T p m,n such that F (A) contains infinitely many points and every m − 1 points are simultaneously incident to infinitely many lines. Thus the hope is that models of T c m,n failing this condition are somehow "degenerate" in a classifiable way analogous to the (2, 2) case. A more careful analysis of the combinatorics of models of T p m,n would likely resolve this issue and yield answers to the questions in Remark 3.4(3).
Classification of T m,n
In this section, we analyze model theoretic properties of T m,n , and we characterize various notions of independence including Kim independence, dividing independence, and forking independence. For background and details on these notions, see [4] and [15] .
In Section 4.1, we show that T m,n is always NSOP 1 , and we characterize Kim independence using a combinatorial ternary relation defined over arbitrary base sets. In Section 4.2, we characterize dividing independence in T m,n and use this to conclude that T m,n is not simple when m, n ≥ 2. We also give an explicit instance of TP 2 in this case. In Section 4.3, we use the free completion of models of T p m,n to define a stationary independence relation for T m,n , which we then use to show that forking and dividing coincide for complete types (though there are formulas which fork but do not divide when m, n ≥ 2). In Section 4.4, we use the independence theorem for Kim independence, along with its interaction with algebraic independence, to prove that T m,n has weak elimination of imaginaries. We also analyze thorn-forking. Finally, in Section 4.5, we observe that T m,1 and T 1,n are ω-stable of rank m and n, respectively.
In this section, we use T to denote an arbitrary complete theory, and M for a monster model.
Kim independence and NSOP 1
We will demonstrate NSOP 1 using a characterization due to Chernikov, Kaplan, and Ramsey [7, 15] involving the existence of a ternary relation satisfying certain axioms (see the proof of Theorem 4.9 below). We first recall the following classical ternary relations, as well as several axioms of an arbitrary ternary relation. Recall that, for any C ⊂ M and a, b ∈ M, we have a
, and if C is a model, we
Definition 4.2. Let | ⌣ be a ternary relation on (small subsets of) M |= T . We say | ⌣ is invariant if it is invariant under automorphisms. Consider the following axioms.
• We now define the ternary relation which will be used to prove that T m,n is NSOP 1 . 
We need a version of this fact to establish strong finite character and witnessing for | ⌣ I in T m,n . Condition (iii) will be used later in Section 4.4. 
b, then we have (i), (ii), and (iv) by Fact 4.5 (since | ⌣ a implies | ⌣ I , and | ⌣ Iindependent sequences are | ⌣ a -independent), and (iii) holds vacuously. We may therefore assume that there is an incidence between some u ∈ acl(Ca)\ acl(C) and v ∈ acl(Cb)\ acl(C). Without loss of generality, u is a point and v is a line (the other case is symmetric). Fix L C -formulas ψ(w, x) and θ(z, y), and integers k, ℓ, such that u is one of exactly k solutions to ψ(w, a) and v is one of exactly ℓ solutions to θ(z, b). We may assume θ(z, b) has no solutions in acl(C), and that θ(z, y) includes L(z) as a conjunct. Therefore, if θ(z, b) holds, then z is a line and there are most m − 1 points in acl(C) incident to z. So we may fix an algebraic L C -formula χ(w) such that any point in acl(C), which lies on a line satisfying θ(z, b), is a solution to χ(w). Now let ϕ(x, y) be the L C -formula:
Then ϕ(x, b) ∈ tp(a/Cb) by construction. Suppose a ′ |= ϕ(x, b), witnessed by w, z. Then w ∈ acl(Ca ′ ), z ∈ acl(Cb), and I(w, z). We also have z ∈ acl(C) since θ(z, b) holds, and w ∈ acl(C), since I(w, z) ∧ ¬χ(w) holds.
For (iii), suppose (b i ) i∈ω is an | ⌣ a -independent sequence in tp(b/C), and suppose a ′ realizes {ϕ(x, b i ) | i ∈ ω}. After translating by an automorphism over C, we may assume b 0 = b. For each i ∈ ω, ϕ(a ′ , b i ) is witnessed by some w i realizing ψ(w, a ′ ) and z i realizing θ(z, b i ). Moreover, ψ(w, a ′ ) has a most k solutions. By pigeonhole, we may pass to a subsequence and assume w i = w j =: w for all i, j ∈ ω. For any i ∈ ω, b i ≡ C b and so θ(z, b i ) has exactly ℓ solutions, none of which lie in acl(C). In particular z i ∈ acl(Cb i )\ acl(C) for all i ∈ ω. Since (b i ) i∈ω is | ⌣ a -independent, it follows that z i = z j for all distinct i, j ∈ ω. On the other hand, w is incident to z i for all i ∈ ω. In particular, w is one of m − 1 points which simultaneously lie on z 0 , . . . , z n−1 , and so w ∈ acl(Cb 0 . . . b n−1 ). But also w ∈ acl(Ca ′ ) and w / ∈ acl(C), since θ(z 0 , b), I(w, z 0 ), and ¬χ(w) hold. So w witnesses a
For (iv), we may continue with the further assumption that (b i ) i∈ω is an | ⌣ I -independent sequence. But we have z n ∈ acl(Cb n )\ acl(C), w ∈ acl(Cb <n ), and I(w, z n ), which contradicts 
bc.
Proof. Let X ab = acl(Dab), X ac = acl(Da ′ c), and X bc = acl(Dbc). Since a ≡ D a ′ , acl(Da) ⊆ X ab and acl(Da ′ ) ⊆ X ac are isomorphic via a map fixing D pointwise and acl(D) setwise. Let X abc be the incidence structure formed by taking the union of X ab , X ac , and X bc , and identifying the copies of X b = acl(Db) in X ab and X bc , identifying the copies of X c = acl(Dc) in X ac and X bc , and identifying the isomorphic copies of acl(Da) in X ab and acl(Da ′ ) in X ac (call the identified substructure X a ). Add no new incidences not already in one of the structures X ab , X ac , or X bc .
Then X abc |= T p m,n . Indeed, suppose for contradiction that there is a copy wz of K m,n in X abc , where w = (w 1 , . . . , w m ) is a tuple of points, z = (z 1 , . . . , z n ) is a tuple of lines, and I(w i , z j ) for all i, j. First, we claim that wz is not contained in X a ∪ X b ∪ X c . Indeed, suppose otherwise. Then, since wz is not contained in X a , there is an element of wz in b then implies X b ∪ X c contains w, and thus contains wz, which is a contradiction. This establishes the claim.
Hence there is a pair (u, v) from {a, b, c} such that X uv \(X u ∪ X v ) contains an element of wz. Without loss of generality, we assume this is a point w i in w. Since no new incidences were introduced in the construction of X abc , we must have z contained in X uv . Note that there is no line z j in X uv \(X u ∪ X v ). Otherwise, by the same argument, we would also have w, and thus all of wz, contained in X uv . So z is contained in X u ∪ X v . But we also cannot have all of z contained either X u or X v , since then, viewing w i and z in the structure X uv , we would have w i ∈ acl(z), but w i ∈ X u ∪ X v . It follows that there are distinct lines z j ∈ X u \ acl(D) and
Let r be the unique element of {a, b, c}\{u, v}. Since wz is not contained in X uv , there is a point w ℓ ∈ X uv . Again, since no new incidences were introduced in the construction of X abc , and w ℓ lies on both z j and z k , we must have w ℓ ∈ X r \ acl(D). But then there is an incidence between X r \ acl(D) and X u \ acl(D), and between X r \ acl(D) and X v \ acl(D). Since one of the pairs {r, u} and {r, v} must be {a, b} or {a, c}, we have contradicted one of a | ⌣ 
Dividing independence and simplicity
Our next goal is to show that if m, n ≥ 2 then T m,n is not simple, and so is properly NSOP 1 . In fact, an explicit witness of TP 2 for T m,n is not difficult to construct (see Proposition 4.16 below). However, it will be useful and interesting to first develop a few more properties of | ⌣ I , which will allow us to characterize dividing independence. Proposition 4.11. Given C ⊂ M |= T m,n and a, b ∈ M, the following are equivalent:
Moreover, if (ii) ′ , (iii) ′ , and (iv) ′ are obtained from (ii), (iii), and (iv) by adding the assumption that
sequences exist by full existence for Proof. Define an incidence structure Γ such that
. . , c n−1 , z}, and
We first note that Γ is K m,n -free, since z is the only line in Γ which contains more than m − 1 points. So we may assume Γ ⊂ M. Let c = (c 1 , . . . , c n−1 ) and w = (w 1 , . . . , w m−1 ). By Proposition 2.14, a 1 a 2 and bc are each algebraically closed and so, by construction,
bc. Indeed, we have I(w i , v) for all v ∈ a 2 c and i < m and so w ⊆ acl(a 1 a 2 c). We also have I(v, z) for all v ∈ a 1 w and so, altogether, z ∈ acl (a 1 a 2 c) . Therefore I(b, z) holds, z ∈ acl(a 1 a 2 c)\ acl(c), and b ∈ acl(bc)\ acl(c), which gives a 1 a 2 | ⌣ I c bc, as desired.
We can use this observation, together with general results on NSOP 1 theories, to make the following conclusion. 
On the other hand, we can also use the structure Γ in the proof of Proposition 4.14 to give an explicit example of TP 2 in T m,n . In particular, let ϕ(x 1 , x 2 ; y 1 , . . . , y n ) be the L-formula such that ϕ(a 1 , a 2 ; b, c) holds if and only if there exist w 1 , . . . , w m−1 and z so that the incidence structure on a 1 a 2 bcwz is precisely Γ. The next result demonstrates TP 2 for ϕ. This is somewhat superfluous, since any properly NSOP 1 theory must have TP 2 . However, the properties of ϕ shown in the proof will be used later in Proposition 4.23. [17] says that a theory T is simple if and only if there is an invariant ternary relation | ⌣ on M |= T satisfying monotonicity, base monotonicity, symmetry, transitivity, finite character, local character, full existence, and the independence theorem. It is therefore interesting to observe that in T m,n , | ⌣ I satisfies all axioms on this list, except for base monotonicity when m, n ≥ 2. To verify this, it remains to show transitivity (which will be used in Lemma 4.21) and local character (note that finite character is immediate from Lemma 4.6).
Transitivity 
B and, if x ∈ acl(AC i ) and y ∈ acl(B) are incident, then x ∈ acl(D i ) or y ∈ acl(D i ). The construction is by induction where we assume we have C i , then construct D i and C i+1 . For the base case, we start with C 0 ⊆ B so that |C 0 | ≤ κ and A | ⌣ a C0
B. Suppose we have C i as desired. We claim that if x ∈ acl(AC i )\ acl(C i ), then there are at most max{m − 1, n − 1} elements y ∈ acl(B) incident to x. Indeed, otherwise we would have
be the set of elements in acl(B) incident to some element of acl(AC i )\ acl(C i ). By the claim,
By finite character of algebraic closure, we may find
Finally, let C = i∈ω C i = i∈ω D i ⊆ B. By construction |C| ≤ κ. We show A | ⌣ I C B. Fix x ∈ acl(AC) and y ∈ acl(B) such that x and y are either incident or equal. We show x ∈ acl(C) or y ∈ acl(C). By construction and finite character of algebraic closure, there is some i ∈ ω such that x ∈ acl(AC i ). If
. If x and y are incident, and x ∈ acl(C), then x ∈ acl(AC i )\ acl(C i ), and so y ∈ E i ⊆ acl(D i ) ⊆ acl(C).
Forking independence and "free independence"
Recall that forking independence in a theory T is obtained by "forcing the extension axiom" on dividing independence. Precisely: given A, B, C ⊂ M |= T , A | ⌣ f C B if and only if for all
We will show that in T m,n , | ⌣ d already satisfies extension and so forking and dividing are the same for complete types. To do this, we use a common strategy, also used in [8] , [9] , and [19] , for showing that dividing in generic structures satisfies extension. In particular, we define an auxiliary independence relation, which satisfies full existence and a "mixed transitivity" property for dividing (see Lemma 4.21) . From this, extension for dividing independence follows immediately (see Corollary 4.22) . For T m,n , this new relation is defined using the free completion of models of T We first prove a technical lemma which will be at the heart of several results involving | ⌣ ⊗ . Proof. Given X, Y ⊆ F (B), let N X (Y ) be the set of elements in X incident to all elements in Y . We may write F (B) as an increasing union k∈ω X k such that X 0 = B and, for all k ∈ ω, if Σ k is the collection of m-element sets of points σ ⊆ X k such that |N X k (σ)| ≤ n − 2 and n-element
By induction, we show that Y k is I-closed in X k . The base case k = 0 is by the assumption that A is I-closed in B. So assume Y k is I-closed in X k and suppose σ ⊆ Y k+1 is an melement set of points. We want to show
Altogether, it follows that F (A) is isomorphic to C := k∈ω Y k ⊆ F (B) (via an isomorphism extending inclusion on A). By construction, we have A = B ∩ C. To finish the proof, we fix u ∈ C\A and v ∈ B, such that u and v are incident, and we show v ∈ A. By construction, u = f k (σ) for some k ∈ ω and σ ∈ Σ k . Since v ∈ B ⊆ X k+1 and N X k+1 ({u}) = σ, it follows that v ∈ σ ⊆ C and so v ∈ B ∩ C = A.
The next proposition lists some properties of | ⌣ ⊗ . Other than full existence, these properties will not be crucial for the main results of this section, and so we only sketch the proof. 
Proof. Part (a). When m, n ≥ 2, T m,n is not simple and so | ⌣ d must fail transitivity. However, we have the following "mixed transitivity" statement involving both
Proof. We may assume B, C, D are algebraically closed. To show A | ⌣ B. We may assume E is algebraically closed. We first analyze acl(AE).
Let E 0 = C ∩ E. We claim that X := acl(AE 0 )E is I-closed in Y := acl(AC)B. Indeed, suppose σ is a set of m points in X such that there is a line y ∈ Y incident to every point in σ. B. For a contradiction, suppose y ∈ X. Since acl(AE 0 ) and E are each algebraically closed, it follows there are points x 1 , x 2 ∈ σ such that x 1 ∈ acl(AE 0 )\E 0 and x 2 ∈ E\E 0 (note acl(AE 0 )∩E = E 0 since A | ⌣ I E0 B). Since x 1 ∈ acl(AE 0 )\E 0 , y ∈ E 0 , I(x 1 , y) holds, and A | ⌣
I E0
B, it follows that y ∈ B. So we may assume y ∈ acl(AC). Then I(x 2 , y), A | ⌣ I C B, and x 2 ∈ E\E 0 imply y ∈ C.
But then I(x 1 , y), A | ⌣
C, and x 1 ∈ E 0 imply y ∈ E 0 ⊆ X, which is a contradiction. By a symmetric argument, we see that X is I-closed in Y .
Since B. Suppose u ∈ acl(AE) and v ∈ B are either incident or equal. We want to show u ∈ E or v ∈ E. Suppose first that u ∈ X. Then we may assume u ∈ acl(AE 0 ). Since A | ⌣
B we either have u ∈ E 0 ⊆ E or v ∈ E 0 ⊆ E. Now suppose u ∈ acl(X)\X. Since v ∈ B ⊆ Y , we have v ∈ X, and we may again assume v ∈ acl(AE 0 ). So v ∈ acl(AE 0 ) ∩ B = E 0 ⊆ E. Proof. The second equivalence just repeats Corollary 4.12. So we need to show
B by Lemma 4.21.
Corollary 4.22 establishes that forking and dividing in T m,n coincide at the level of complete types. We now observe that they differ at the level of formulas whenever T m,n is not simple. The result of Proposition 4.23 can be easily adjusted to take place over any set of parameters, instead of over the empty set. The equivalence of forking and dividing for complete types, but not for formulas, is yet another phenomenon that T m,n shares with the Henson graphs [8] and many NSOP 1 examples from [19] . On the other hand, there is an interesting difference between the present situation and that of the Henson graphs (which are not NSOP 1 ). Specifically, the forking and non-dividing formula in Proposition 4.23 is obtained as the disjunction of a dividing formula and an algebraic dividing formula. This cannot happen in the Henson graphs.
Elimination of imaginaries and thorn-forking
Recall that a theory T has elimination of imaginaries if for every imaginary e ∈ M eq , there exists a real tuple a ∈ M such that e ∈ dcl eq (a) and a ∈ dcl eq (e). T has weak elimination of imaginaries if for every imaginary e ∈ M eq |= T eq , there exists a real tuple a ∈ M such that e ∈ dcl eq (a) and a ∈ acl eq (e).
Remark 4.24. For all m and n, T m,n fails to code pairs, and hence does not have elimination of imaginaries. Let ∼ be the definable equivalence relation on M 2 given by (a, b) ∼ (a ′ , b ′ ) if and only if {a, b} = {a ′ , b ′ }. First, assume we are not in the case m = n = 2. Then, by symmetry, we may assume m ≥ n, so we may assume m ≥ 3, or m ≤ 2 and n = 1. In any of these cases, for any pair of distinct points a and b, acl(ab) = dcl(ab) = {a, b}. So there is an automorphism σ of M swapping a and b, and σ fixes the imaginary e = [(a, b)] ∼ . But any real tuple definable from ab must be a subtuple of (a, b), and only the empty subtuple is fixed by σ. The empty tuple is not interdefinable with e, since e is not fixed by all automorphisms of M. So T m,n does not eliminate ∼.
Now consider the case m = n = 2. Let a and b be distinct points, with connecting line r. Then acl(ab) = dcl(ab) = {a, b, r}. Again, there is an automorphism σ of M swapping a and b and fixing the imaginary e = [(a, b)] ∼ . Of course, σ also fixes r. A real tuple interdefinable with e must be a subtuple of (a, b, r) fixed by σ, and e is not interdefinable with the empty tuple, so the only option is the element r. But now let {c, d} be another pair of points on r, distinct from {a, b}. By Corollary 2.15, there is an automorphism of M which fixes r and moves (a, b) to (c, d) (hence does not fix e). So T 2,2 also fails to eliminate ∼.
We now show T m,n has weak elimination of imaginaries, using a criterion observed by Montenegro and Rideau in [20] (we thank them for allowing us to include the result). This criterion was abstracted from a method used originally by Hrushovski [14] , and then in several other contexts (see [5] and [19] ), in order to deduce weak elimination of imaginaries from an independence theorem. Then T has weak elimination of imaginaries.
Proof. Fix e ∈ M eq , and let C * = acl eq (e) and C = C * ∩M. It suffices to show that e ∈ dcl eq (C), so pick some σ ∈ Aut(M eq /C). We will show that σ fixes e. Pick a ∈ M and a ∅-definable function f such that f (a) = e. By (i), there exist b ≡ C * σ(a) and c ≡ C * a such that b | ⌣C a and c | ⌣C a. Note that f (c) = e. Since a ≡ C σ(a) ≡ C b, we apply (ii) to find c ′ such that c ′ a ≡ C c ′ b ≡ C ca. Now f (a) = f (c) implies f (a) = f (c ′ ) and f (b) = f (c ′ ). So f (b) = e, which implies f (σ(a)) = e, and thus σ(e) = e. Proof. We apply Proposition 4.25 to our independence relation | ⌣ I . Since condition (ii) is a special case of the independence theorem over arbitrary sets (and so follows directly from Lemma 4.8), it suffices to show that | ⌣ I satisfies condition (i). So suppose we have a, b ∈ M, C * = acl eq (C * ) ⊂ M eq , and C = C * ∩ M. We want to find a ′ ≡ C * a such that a ′ | ⌣ I C b. In the following argument, when we say that a sequence of tuples in some type over C * is | ⌣ a -independent, we mean algebraic independence in the sense of M eq . Let κ be a cardinal which is larger than the number of L C -formulas. By full existence for | ⌣ a (in M eq ), we may let b = (b α ) α<κ be an | ⌣ a -independent sequence in tp(b/C * ), and then let 
The stable cases
In this final section, we settle the remaining details concerning T m,1 and T 1,n . Since T 1,n is interdefinable with T n,1 , we focus on T m,1 for m ≥ 1. While T 1,1 and T 2,1 are classical examples, and T 3,1 appears in [22] (see Remark 4.30 below), we could not find a proof of the following fact in the literature, and so we include it for the sake of completeness. In particular, nonforking is stationary, which implies T m,1 is stable. Since algebraic closure is locally finite and modular, it follows that | ⌣ a satisfies finitary local character, and so T m,1 is superstable. Since T m,1 is ℵ 0 -categorical (see Remark 3.1), we conclude that it is ω-stable of finite Morley rank, which coincides with its U -rank (see [6] ). It remains to show that this rank is precisely m. Remark 4.30. The theory T 1,1 is interdefinable with the theory of two unary predicates which partition the universe into two infinite pieces, and so I(T 1,1 , ℵ α ) = 2|α| + 1. The theory T 2,1 has quantifier elimination after adding a symbol for the equivalence relation E(x, y) on L defined by ∃z(I(z, x) ∧ I(z, y)). In a model of T 2,1 , each point determines a distinct E-class of lines, and so models of T 2,1 are bi-interpretable with models of the theory of an equivalence relation with infinitely many infinite classes. An easy counting exercise then shows I(T 2,1 , ℵ α ) = 2 |α| + ℵ 0 when α > 0. In contrast, for m ≥ 3, T m,1 has the maximum number of models in all uncountable cardinalities. To see this, fix κ > ℵ 0 and an (m − 1)-uniform hypergraph G on κ. Then one can construct a model M G |= T m,1 such that P (M G ) = κ and, for any (m − 1)-element subset X of κ, the set of lines in M G incident to all points in X has size κ if X is an edge in G, and ℵ 0 otherwise. So the 2 κ pairwise non-isomorphic choices for G produce 2 κ pairwise non-isomorphic models of T m,1 of size κ. Coding graphs in models is an essential component of the proof that a superstable theory with the dimensional order property (DOP) has the maximum number of models in uncountable cardinalities. We leave it as an exercise to show that if m ≥ 3, then T m,1 has DOP. In fact, T 3,1 is interdefinable with the example given in [22, Section 2.1].
